CHARACTER SKETCH

TITLE:

NAME:

NICKNAME:

BIRTH DATE/PLACE:

CHARACTER ROLE:
CHARACTER SKETCH

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTIONS:

Age:

Race:

Eye Color:

Hair Color/Style:

Build (Height/Weight):

Skin Tone:

Style of Dress:
Characteristics or Mannerisms:

PERSONALITY TRAITS:
GENERAL SETTING SKETCH

TITLE:

NAME OF SETTING:

CHARACTERS LIVING IN THIS TIME PERIOD AND REGION:
CHARACTER SETTING SKETCH

TITLE:

CHARACTER NAME:

GENERAL SETTINGS FOR THIS CHARACTER (SEE WORKSHEET 2 FOR DETAILS):

CHARACTER’S HOME:

City or Town (See Worksheet 2 for Details):

Neighborhood:
CHARACTER SETTING SKETCH

Street:

Neighbors:

Home (Apartment, House, Mansion, Trailer, Ranch, etc.):

Home Interior:
CHARACTER'S WORKPLACE:

City or Town (See Worksheet 2 for Details):

Business Name:

Type of Business:

Neighborhood:

Street:
TITLE:

STORY GOAL (THREAD #1):

ROMANCE THREAD (OPTIONAL):
SUBPLOT THREADS:

Subplot (Thread #2):

Subplot (Thread #3):

Subplot (Thread #4):
PLOT SKETCH

Subplot (Thread #5):

Subplot (Thread #6):

Subplot (Thread #7):

Subplot (Thread #8):
PLOT SKETCH

RELEASE:

DOWNTIME:

BLACK MOMENT:
RESOLUTION:

AFTEREFFECTS OF RESOLUTION (OPTIONAL):
FORMATTED OUTLINE CAPSULE

ADDITIONAL CHARACTERS:

LOCATION:

APPROXIMATE TIME:

DRAFT OF SCENE: